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Zerby, Stu-G Advocate Council Primaries On Monday
F cu tyAdvisory Boazd
° !
Will Test New Petition System

We need betler
hotfor channels nf
hr<t\i,r>nn ctndnntc
nr*A ,.
"Wc
of mmmiinloatirtn
communicalion between
students and
Ity.*' By this statement, Dr.
t I
rby thus agreed with the Stu-G
ell
ird when he. Mis- Avery, and'
lelii an Clark visited the meeting last
nesday.
fhe discussion concerned the poshlity of a (acuity advisory coniItee of three or four members
! WOUld meet at least twice a setcr with the hoard. With a better
iwledge of each oher's point of |
w changes beneficial to both stilts and faculty could be made as
-ult of this advisory board -ys-

&

<b,

xam Conflicts Scored
»;is agreed that such a board
I be set up on a trial bask, and
i proves satisfactory a constituiial change will be put into effect,
a discussion concerning curricm, which followed, there were
iplaints alwnit the fact that the
exam schedule has prevented
any students from taking courses
) wanted because of conflicts.
ii-G decided that proctors will ask
cryone in the dorms to write
own any conflicts that occurred,
i! these will be presented to the
rriculum committee by Dr. Zerby.
was also decided that the Stu-G
presentativee on the Bales Conferee Committee will suggest having
udents on the curriculum comnittee.
Other business brought up at the
i'ting was the cancellation of
ireers Day and discussion of the
mutating committee for the forthining election of officers and
oetors. Each girl will vote for
hrec members of her class to be on
committee.

Student Funds
■or Delhi U.

•

The Case For Taft

Primary balloting for prospective
Student Council membera will take
place in the chapel next Monday.
As a result of the male student
body's decision to approve a proposed amendment to the nominating
procedure, petitions were circulated
during the period of Feb. 20-27.

Those successful in obtaining the
required twenty names of classmates will vie for position on the
final ballot.
In addition to those circulatingpetitions present council members
will also be on the nominating baliot. Tile council reserve.- the right

to place on the nominating 'ballot
tin names of any two men it deems
worthy.
The amendment states that there
shall be two candidates for each
council post. The final decisions
will be made on Monday, March
17, when all-day voting will take
place in the gym.
An active interest is being taken
by the council on possible changes
in freshman rules. Majority opinions
are being determined by means of a
questionnaire circulated in dormitories last Sunday, and faculty, student,
and;
administration
gettogethers.

Reopen Record Libe
For MWF Business
In Hathorn Music HQ
RADCLIFFE RF.TURNS: cx-debater tcllinp; Young Republicans of Taft's virtues

Baseball Blocks
Bates Broadcast

Radcliffe Expounds On
Taft Case To GOP Club

In lieu of a new program time
policy this semester, Bates College"The Case For Boh Taft" was presented by Charles Radcliffe '50
on-the-Air will be heard over
last Thursday in the Little Theatre. Radcliffe was here as guest
Recognized by the international WVBC every Wednesday evening speaker for the Citizenship Laboratory Course and the Young Resanitation of CARE, the WSSF. from <):30 to 9:45.
publicans Club.
The forthcoming primary election
finch holds its annual fund drive
Every other week the program
in New Hampshire and the Taft orlurch 3-8, is the only student-to- will lie aired over WCOU from Bates frosh coed. Betty Fish, in
ganization set up there were deitldetlt giving on a large interna- 10:30-10:45 p in. on Friday, begin- coming half way around the world
scribed.
Radcliffe discussed the
nnal scale.
ning with this week's broadcast. (the long half) from Tokyo to reach need for a Republican president and
Half the amount raised on the This change in timing has been
Bates. She will impart her adven- his reasons why Senator Taft is the
ates campus goes directly to a brought about by the coming occur- tures to the radio audience in the
man for this job.
bosen university. This year the uni- rence of baseball games on Wedform of an interview, which will be
Taft's main point, according to
'rsity is Delhi; lat year it was nesday afternoons, which has in the
conducted by Robert Cagencllo.
Radcliffe.
is the desire to cut the
'akiatan. This money is recognized past been the regular time for
Frank Strcd has prepared the budget, not in any one place, but all
direct gift- from Bates College.
Bates-on-the-Air.
broadcast and will also direct it. down the line. According to RadThe other half of the fund goes to
Larch Foxon will be the program cliffe, this year's campaign will be a
This
week's
show,
to
be
heard
on
he WSSF headquarters to be used
1
their discretion for student work both of the times and stations men- engineer. The show is under the battle of issues, and Taft supporters
1
foreign countries. Last year's tioned above, bears the title "The guidance of Miss Martha Murrcll. are trying to bring these major is-ties Boal for the WSSF was $455; Spirit of Adventure Is Not Dead.'' supervisor of the Bates College sues to the eyes of the public.
He summed up by stating that reIt is based on the experiences of a Radio Workshop.
to amount this year is $500.
gardless of who wins the Republican nomination, the party will definitely support him. A question and
answer period for the audience folvy Day plans will be discussed at
"The toastmastcr must be a speak- dress which will be of a more sc- lowed Radcliffe's talk.
Junior Class assembly after Chapel er possessing sparkling wit and a nous nature, and he must have a
Radcliffe is now attending gradriday.
clever mind," the release states. "The mellow, golden voice." The class uate school at the University of
\ccording to a Monday release four toasters must also be witty and marshal "must have enough rhythm New Hampshire. There he is workr
ing for his master's degree in his"rn the Ivy Day Committee, a toast- cntertaininrr." The latter will toast to keep time to the music."
Climax of Junior Week and the tory and government with a career
"aster, four toasters, a class mar- the men, the coeds, the seniors, and
Mayoralty Campaign is Ivy Hop, at in politics or law in mind. He is
■tol and a class orator must be the faculty.
*»sen for the annual Ivy ceremony
"The class orator," the committee which the new mayor is inaugurated. also president of the Taft Commit(Continued on page three)
release continues, "will deliver an aday 19, during Junior Week.
tee there.

Orators,Toasters,MarshalNeededForIvy

The record library, located in 5
Hathorn Hall, has been reopened
for student use between 1-1:15 p. m.
on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday.
Complete albums may be taken
out for one week and must be signed in and out by the student assistant. There is an overdue fine of
two cents per _day. If the records
arc broken scratched, chipped, or
lost when in the student's possession, this should he reported ■ at
once and the student is held responsible for replacing these records.
There is a file on top of the cabinet for easy reference in locating
the classical and semj-classical recordings comprising the Bates collection.

King To Rule
Chase Dancers
The Emperor and Empress of
Bavaria will he crowned at a ceremony in Chase Hall Saturday night.
Coronation proceedings will highlight Der Deutsche Verein's Fasching Tanz at 8 p. m. "Fasching" is a
German word meaning the last celebration until Easter, given at the
start of the Lenten season.
The door prize at the dance will
be a rare oriental surprise "crane"
brought back by Baron Munchausen
on his tour through the Far East.
Admission i9 15 cents per person,
stag or drag.
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Moore, Hakes, Rubenstein And Personality Only Limit
Patterson Slated For MIT Bout To Interviews; Belleau
Two Bales debating teams will take part in the most important
tournament of the debating season next Friday and Saurday, held
at the Masasehusetts Institute of Technology.
David Moore and Alan Hakes will compose the affirmative team
and Ro.bert Rubinstein and Stanley Patterson the negative team
representing Bates in this tournament, which is attended by college
debaters from all over the East.
Two years ago Bates won this will stage an exhibition debate on
tournament and held the winners' price and wage controls before the
cup tor a year. Any team which State Young Republicans' Convenwins three times in the tournament tion, to be held Saturday at th?
is given the cup permanently, and Klin Hotel in Auburn. Oilmartin
Professor Quimby and the Debat- and Bolduc will debate in favor of
ing Council arc Imping to approach price and wage controls and Carnearer to this goal by another vic- roll and lireault will oppose them.
tory this year.
Donald Peck, a varsity debater
The,proposition for debate will with considerable experience in inbe the national college topic — a tercollegiate discussions, took part
permanent program of price and in the Maine Intercollegiate Forum
wage controls. Twenty-six colleges yesterday, discussing the improveIn .til an- represented in this tour- ment of secondary and elementary
nament, in. hirling West
Point, schools in Maine.
Harvard, Pennsylvania, Vermont, , The freshman squad lias conDartmouth, Fordham, and New tinued active following its tournaYork University. Use of the cross- ment at South Portland. Richard
examination technique in these de- Hathaway and Blaine Taylor will
bates will be optional.
debate Portland High School before
Pour other members of the var- the Lcwiston Rotary Club on Frisity
debating
squad — Eugene day, while other freshman debaters
Giltnartin, Murray Bolduc, Warren arc scheduled for practice debate.Carroll, and Richard I'.rcatilt - with l.cwi-ton High teams.

WSSF Fund Leaders

Lougheed Flies
Coop To Meet
Metallurgists
Professor Lougheed was away
from classes February 18 to 21 attending the' convention of the
American Institute of. Mining and
Metallurgy. The meetings were held
in the Statlcr Hotel in New York.
In attendance were experts in the
fields of mining and geology from
the I'nitcd States and Canada. Professor Lougheed heard several papers on the subject of new developments in the uranium deposits in
the western United States.
During the time he was away.
Professor I.ougheed also went to
Princeton to talk over new scientific equipment for the geology department at Hates. Princeton has
offered several suites of ore specimens for study with the new equip-,
tnent.

There can be as many approaches to an interview as there t
facts to a subject's personality, Vincent Belleau advises. Dr. Madi
Crowley provided the Lcwiston Evening Journal city editor wit]

ten different interview leads, at a STUDENT meeting last Thursday
When interviewing, a reporter
must use discretion in his note- trations appeal to the reader a.
taking, particularly if the subject js encourage people to read stories.
wary of publicity. The good re- Graduate Training Helpful
In a discussion on the genet
porter must forget his nervousness.
He must be as much at ease with field of journalism, Belleau ,aj
the governor as he is with the man that graduates of schools of jou
nalism have a better chance wit
next door.
the big papers. As often as nol
Beware Of Rash Promises
newspaper positions' are obtaint
In Using quotations in a story, it by being in th ■ right place at tl
is important to give a fairly accu- right time
rate account of what was said, in
In the daily newspaper fiel
terms which are unobjectionable to -peed is very important. Literal
the subject. A reporter should ncv r masterpieces are impossible uiiili
promise
-to
include
something this handicap, but reporters shun]
specific in his story unless he is strive for quality and. equally
sure of his ground. Such promises portant, accuracy. Itelleau cnip'ij
have belli the cause of much ill -\/i i that a knowledge of touc
feeling.
typing is easent)al in newspap
Referring to the STUDF.NT, work today.
The "Journal" editor will <li
Belleau staicd that the campus paper could he made more interesting CU9S feature writing tomorrow nigi
if more pictures were used. Illus- at 7 in the Union.

Campbell Gives Orientation Tall

Forum Will Read
Goodreau's Poems

"Move down front, please." were
President I.everett Campbell's first
words of advice to the freshman
class.

For the second straight year,
William Goodreau has had his
poems chosen for presentation at
the Arts Forum, and publication
in the college literary magazine

Campbell announced, at the first
meeting of the class of '55, that it
was customary to have a freshman
class function. He announced that
suggestions sheets in Rand Hall

"Coraddi."
Two of his poems,- "The Fisherman" and "Child with Fever" -will
be discussed at the creative writMon March 15. at the Women's College of the University ol
Xorth Carolina. (Catherine Anne
Porter, distinguished writer of fiction, will head the discussion panel.
This is the second year in a row
that Bates has been represented at
this forum. The Forum presents
creative writing by students from
various colleges, including Harvard. Kenyon, and Indiana University.

Music Lovers
Hear Variety

Music, from the folk ballads of
friontier America to opera at the
Met. and from the jungles of Peru
to the jazz of 52nd street, was featured at the Feb. 19 meeting of the
MacFarlane Club.
Six
club members presented
their favorite records and gave
brief comments on the music, artists and composers represented.
Those participating and the records
played were: Nancy Braverman,
folk songs and ballads; Jane BowDAWN COLBURN and CHARLIE CALCAGNI head the fund
er, the First Piano Quartet; Peter
Knapp, Yma Sumac; Julius Mueldrive March 3-8. See story, page I.
Wednesday, Feb. 27
ler,
jazz; Charmaine Kinsley, ChoWAA ski trip, 9 a.m. - 6 p.m., Feb.
pin; and Nowell Blake, Caruso.
28.'
A brief business meeting was
CA vespers, chapel. 9:15-9:45 p.m.
conducted by President Jean DeckThursday, Feb. 28
Feature stories will be diser preceding the program.
CA dancing classes, Chase Hall, 4The 1952 Bates Alumni Fund has
cussed by Vincent Belleau,
5:15 p.m.
already passed its one-third mark,
city editor of the Lewiston
STUDENT meeting with Belleau,
with total contributions to date of
Evening Journal.
Women's Union, 7 p.m.
$11,700. This was announced today by
Friday, February 29
The STUDENT meeting,
Friday, Feb. 29
George Gamble, alumni secretary.
the last in a series of four,
Faculty Round Table, Chase Hall, Edward Little High School chorus.
With 50 fund representatives conMonday, March 3
will be held at the Women's
8 p.m.
tacting members of all alumni classes,
Jean
Fairfax of the American
Union at 7 tomorrow night.
Sunday, March 2
it is expected that the final tally of
Friends' Service Committee.
Spanish
Club,
Women's
Union,
7-10
All feature writers are recontributions should reach and perWednesday, March 5
p.m.
quested to attend the meethaps surpass the established objecWorld Student Service Fund preMonday, March 3
ing. Other staff members are
tive.
sentation.
WSSF
drive
begins.
invited.
Chairman of the 1952 P'und is
Stu-C primaries, chapel. 9:05'-9:30
Frank S. Hoy '15 of Lcwiston. Heada.m.
ing the Special Gifts Committee is fifth place in percentage of alumni
Freshman speech film. 4 and 7 p.m.
(iladys Hasty Carroll 25 of South contributing. Competition included
Tuesday, March 4
Berwick.
similar funds in colleges and univer- "Twenty Questions, Chase Hall.
Last year's Alumni Fund achieved sities throughout the United States.
8 p.m.
Wed., Thurs., Feb. 27, 28:
"PRISON BREAK"
Barton McLean, Connie Moore
You've Tried the Rest,
Wed., Thurs., Feb. 27, 28—
Now Try the Bestl
"WARDENBIG HOUSE"
"FROM LITTLE ACORN"
Wed.-Thurs.
Feb. 27-28
Jackie Cooper
and
Two Adult French Pictures
"ALONG THE
Courtesy
Quality
Service
"FLAME OF PARIS"
GREAT DIVIDE"
- and Fri„ Sat., Feb. 29, Mar. 1:
Fri„ Sat., Feb. 29. Mar. 1—
"DESERT BRIDE"
"HAWK OF WILD RIVER"
"MA AND PA KETTLE
Fri.-Sat.
Feb. 29 - Mar. 1
Charles Starrett
GO TO TOWN"
"COME FILL THE CUP"
and
- and Original Italian Sandwich
"SUBMARINE COMMAND"
"HURRICANE ISLAND"
"MILLION DOLLAR KID"
Super-Cinecolor
Sun.-Thurs.
Mar. 2-6
268 Main St.
Tel. 2-9145
Sun., Mon., Tues., Mar. 2, 3, 4—
"DAVID AND BATHSHEBA" Sun., Mon., Tues., Mar. 2, 3,4:
"HAPPY GO LOVELY"
At Regular Prices
"TEN TALL MEN"
Opp. St. Joseph's Church
and
- plus and
"THE RED LIGHT"
"THE GUEST"
"BUSH WACKERS"

Calendar

Alumni Fund Passes
One-Third Of Goal

Staff Meeting

Chapel Schedule

STRAND
THEATRE

Community Theatre

SAM'S

Ritz Theatre

and the Men's Commons would
available for freshmen who hai
ideas or "brainstorms" about
class function,
Campbell introduced Vice-Prc.
dent George Schroeder, Secretar
Janet Merry, and Treasurer Lucia
Brown. He read the constitution '
the class, who then accepted it
a nearly unanimous vote.

Andrews Is Maine
ChairmanOfNationa
French Competition
Bowdoin, Colby, and Maine hai
again offered a $200 prize scholar
ship to the Maine winner of the Nl
tional French Contest.
l'rofessor Andrews is Maine chair
man for this anual competition. '1'h
contest is sponsored by the American
Association of Teachers of French
and will take place during the wed
of April 21-26.
"Last year," said Professor An
drews, "Maine placed second in tlic
nation with more than eighty second
ary schools and some 4000 student
participating throughout the state
This year 30 schools have ahead)
sent in applications for entrance in
the contest."
All secondary school students
the state are eligible to compete in the
written and oral examinations. I'.n
tries will not he accepted after Mar
10.
In addition to the prize scholar
ships, French books and records v.
he awarded to other winners.
EMPIRE THEATRE
NOW PLAYING
fX>Crntu.y-Fo.»..~*

SheHey
Gary
Michael
Keenan

WINTERS
MERRILL
RENNIE
WYNN

•ho Mailing

Bette DAVIS
ALL NEXT WEEK
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fyews Prepare For March Play
Dobinson

Players

have

utilized

.,1 Onquc's artistic talent. Orwjue
., designed the stage setting to
. used for the March production
There Shall Be No Night."
Hal Kyte is building a permamodel of the stage from
fI,i
dieh stage settings can he worked
aI before actually building on the
IgeCue Martin, Natalie Young, and

Hal Kyte are assistant directors of
:he first Robinson Player*' production of the year.
Chairmen of backstage crews
have been announced by Miss
Schaeffer. Lucille Mainland will
supervise make-up. Virginia Kimball will head the costume Committee.
Prompters are June Johnson.
Patricia
Heldman,
and Joanne
Ketchum.

'Manhattan' Shirts, Ties, Sportswear
JUDDY'S MEN'S SHOP
ON THE SQUARE"

at 6 Lisbon St., Lcwiston

'Manhattan' Shirts and Sportswear
Are Featured At

FRANK'S STORE FOR MEN
205 Main Street

Lewiston, Maine

When good fellows
get together
they wear Sportshirts
by

WVBC Schedule
Wednesday
9:11(1 N.Y. Time- news
(Palmer)
9:05 Sports Scoreboard
9:15 Guest Star
(U.S. Treasury)
9:30 Radio Workshop
(Speech 332)
9:45 Campus Chatter
(LeMire)
10:00 Side by Skle
(Rubinstein and Foxon)
10:30 Showtime
(Schoman and Vena)
10:55 U.P. New(Thies)
Thursday
9.(10 N.Y. Times news
(Palmer)
9:05 Sports Scoreboard
9:15 Music to Remember (Rippey)
10:00 Sleighride to Music
(Eisner)
10:30 Big T
(Orlandella)
10:55 U.P. News
(Ridley)
Friday
9:00 N.Y. Times news
(Palmer)
9:05 Sports Scoreboard
9:15 Bandstand
(Sherman)
9:30 Down East Hoedown
(Davenport)
9:45 Double Sin
(Parsons and Eaves)
10:00 Best by Request
(Griswald)
10:30 Your Gal
(???)
10:55 U.P. News
(Thies)
Saturday
10:00-12:00
Your Saturday Night Date
(Chandler and Cook)
Sunday
3:00-5:00
Symphony
(Chapman)
Monday
9:00 N.Y, Times news (McLaren)
9:05 Sports Scoreboard
9:15 Especially for You
(Arace and Artncnto)
9:30 Top Vocalists
(Ehrcnfeld)
9:45 Surprise
(Pospisil)
10:00 Sullivan. Gilbert.
& Kyte
(Kyte)
10:30 Robinson Players
10:55 U.P. News
(Thies)
Tuesday
9:00 N.Y. Times news
(Palmer)
9:05 Sports Scoreboard
9:15 The Lion's Den
(Conklin)
9:30 Club Spot
(Chandler. Dir.)
9:45 Time for Talent
(Collier)
10:00 Introduction Opera Goodrcau
10:30 Musk(Howie and Stover)
10:55 U.P. News
(Ridlcyl

Cagenello's Gift For Gab
Wins Best Speech Laurels
Robert

Jailbird s Do It Again
" Inside info! has it that the
Norfolk. Mas s.. State Prison
debating team recently defeated
the Columbia University dchaters.
This is the very team that
topped the Britishers who visited Bates before Christina*. Evidently, the inmates at Norfolk
are doing very well for themselves. The British team was
hand-picked from the best in
their country, and the Columbia
bovs had been victorious at the
Hofstra Tournament.
The nuestion of the contest
was. "Resolved that Communist China be Admitted to the
U.N."
The Columbia Daily
Spectator commented that "not
all the debating talent in the
country is confined to those who
are not confined."

Cagenello won

$25

for

his discussion of the freshman
dorm problem in the finals of the
Junior-Senior prize speaking contest. Joan Frcfhcim was awarded
second
place
and $15.
Bruce
Chandler was the only other student to reach the finals in the annual contest.
Cagenello maintained that the
freshman dorm problem WM merely one aspect of a much larger
problem, treatment of the freshni, II in general. He recommended
that freshmen be placed in upperclass dorms to quicken their adjustment to college life. He felt
that the maturity of the uppcrclassnien would set them a good example.
Joan discussed moral integrity.
Strewing that petty actions as
stealing spoons fropi the dining
halls does not teach students to
adopt mature habits.

Excessively strict rules are the
main reasons for the inadequate
social life on campus. Chandler
maintained. He recommended reception rooms in men's dormitories.
(Continued from pace one)
mare co-d dining, and in general
Members of the committee include
treatment of students as mature
Ncal Borden. plaque and ivy: Gene
adults.
Gilmartin, music and marching; Lee
Smart, chapel and decorating". MarBach contestant gave 8-10 minute
lene I'lmer. caps and gowns; Robert speeches and they were judged by
Lennon. Ivy Hop; and Bruce Chand- Professors Quimhy. Donovan, and
ler, programs anil publicity. Juniors Berkelman.
who wish to work on any phase of
the week should contact a committee
member of a class officer.

Ivy Day

Junior officers arc Alan Goddard.
president; Charles Bucknam, vicepresident ; James Moody, treasurer,
and Alice lfuntington, secretary.
Last year Richard Trenholm was
toastmaster and David Moore the
class orator for the program. Nancy
Kosinski gave the toast to the faculty,
Anthony Orlandella the toast to the
seniors, Constance Moult on the toast
to the men, and Clifford Gordon the
toast to the coeds.

THE SEVEN DAY
SWEATER DIET!

Indoors or out, when you see a crowd of campus biggies
relaxing, you're sure to notice that the really smart boys
are wearing Mankatlan Sportshirts. The reason is as
simple as a snap course. Manhattan Sportshirts are styleright, handsomely tailored, and so darned comfortable
you just hate to take 'em off. Manhattan has them in long
and short sleeves ... in a wide variety of colors and
patterns all in the finest fabrics. All are the sportiest you
could put on your back when you want to take it easy!

THREE

The deadliest poison in a college woman's dress diet,
we think, is—sameness/ As anybody knows, even if
she's not a snmma cum laude, every body (the student
body, especially) gets lired of wearing the same old
thing. And seeing it on someone else.
So because the sweater is as much a fixture on the
college campus as a bust of the founder, we'd like to
propose a "7-E)ay Sweater Wardrobe." A sweater
a day—wilh a different color for every day in the
week—should really keep ibe monotony away, as it
conversely invites new intercsi. How about a brilliant
"Sweater Septet" of yellow, red. blue, green, white,
beige, pink—all made of famous "BOTANY"* BRAND
NO-DYE-LOT YARN! Jusl a few hours of inexpensive
knitting per diem with this extra-fluffy, casy-tohandle, 100% virgin wool yarn—and in no time at
all you'll be dubbed Sweater Variety Girl of 1952 by
some of your classmates . . . and a deadly femme fatalc
by others.

Mrs. Feeley Takes
Temporary Post As
Varney Heads South
Mr-. Rachel Eastman Feeley of
Auburn will take over the News Rurean on Monday
A graduate of Hates in 1949. Mrs.
Feeley attended Oberlin Conservatory of Music and while at Bates
was active as president of the Lambda Alpha Society and member of
the Modern Dance Club. Upon graduation, she was elected to the Bates
Key, honorary society for Bates
women.
She taught English at Mechanic
Falls High School and music in the
Lovell public school system. Currently Mrs. Feeley is a member of the
Community Little Theatre Modem
Dance Group.
Mrs. Feeley will serve in the News
Bureau until Commencement.

YOUR FAVORITE
STERLING PATTERNS
in

Towle — Gorham — Lunt
Reed and Barton
International — Wallace

50 Lisbon St.

Lewiston

The
And you'll never, never run out of yarn with
"BOTANY" BRAND NO-DYE-LOT YARN. For whenever
you buy it . . . wherever you buy it ... at school or away
. . . YOU CAN MATCH ANY COLOR . . . ANY TIME . . .

ANYWHERE. You
DYE-LOT YARN at

can buy "BOTANY" BRAND NOB. PECK CO.

*"Botany" is a trademark of Botany Mills, Inc., Passaic, N. J.
Reg. U.S. Pat Off. Copyright 1952.

Colonial Lunch
Welcomes Everyone
at

Bates College
(Just Over on Main St.)
OUR FOOD IS STILL
THE BEST ADVERTISEMENT WE HAVE

"?

/•a

D
FOUR
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Editorials
What The Answer Man Knows
A professor noted for practicing Jeffersonian ideals had a valid
criticism of the STUDENT in mind. We had carelessly used the
generic term "faculty" instead of quoting a specific source.
It would have been much easier for this professor to caustically
complain to a colleague concerning our error. Instead he approached
us directly, stated his opinion, and gave us a chance to benefit
From it.
It would have taken more of his time and created greater antagonism against us if he had handled it differently, if he had merely
talked about it in the manner that the immature student handles
his gripes against the administration and against individual prolessors.
At tin' moment it seems Inevitable that there will continue to be
conflicts between administration and students, but there are both
proper and improper channels for handling these complaints, and
it seems that many students are not aware of the distinction. Two
occurrences warrant this editorial — the reaction on marks and the
recent petition.
The Proper Channels
Every semester the majority of profs invite dissatisfied students to
discuss any complaints about marks in a private discussion. Every
semester when marks appear there is the usual number of sympathy
seekers parading their gripes in the Den, black balling so-and-so
for the mark supposedly not deserved. Psychologically this is commonly labeled compensation and the student who succumbs to it
may find condolences, but he won't gain much respect.
We suggest that the student who is tempted to participate
in this common practice think twice and consider first of all who
is to blame for his low grade. He would be better off revising his
study procedure if he finds himself the cause. If he honestly believes
that he is the victim of a mistake, obviously talking to the professor
is the only way to accomplish anything.
There is an erroneous opinion in many students' minds that once
their marks are recorded all the king's men can't change them. We
have already heard of one senior who discussed a final grade with a
professor and happily discovered that the prof had made a clerical
error. In spite of this, many students still seem to believe that professors are incapable of acknowledging that they could have been
in error.
The Recent Petition
A petition has been circulating around campus this past week requesting that profs return postcards enclosed with final exams.
Many students have refused to sign, not because they didn't believe
in the sentiments expressed, but because the matter was not handled
through proper channels.
Circulating petitions when we have student government to represent us is a little like snubbing shoveled paths and tramping through
untrodden snowdrifts. Unless the matter is an emergency as was the
case in the request for rescheduling of morning exams, it's much
more direct and effective to take complaints to the students who
represent us.
Our student governments are not powerless to act when they
have an interested student body backing them. They are the people
who are not only more interested in our suggestions than fellow
coffee drinkers in the Den. but who represent the force on campus
who can facilitate an understanding with the administration to reconcile our differences.
If a student took the time to dig out the correct facts many differences would be resolved. Stu-G has discussed with three faculty
members the fact that many misunderstandings stem from lack of
correct information. For example, students had not been told that
one of the reasons for the lateness of the Registrar's office in distributing marks was that Miss Libby's father was ill and that the
offiice was consequently understaffed.
Representatives Need Backing
Our representatives are doing their part in achieving closer harmony with the administration. Stu-G members hope to have a faculty board set up to meet with them several times a semester to give
both students and administration a chance to gain further insight
into each other's opinions. Stu-C has organized a commitee that
hopes to succeed in bringing the student viewpoint closer to the
administration.
Our student governments have one major complaint — the apathy
of the general student body. Until the average student learns the
distinction between the correct and the incorrect channels for airing
his suggestions and criticisms he can accomplish very little. Until
the students themselves care enough about a conflict of opinion to
openly express themselves to their student governments, the administration will never be completely convinced that complaints are not
simply born out of the students' proverbial love to gripe.
If our criticism stems from a sincere desire to improve situations
that need it, maturity in our method is needed. In personal differences of opinion between student and professor the adult student
will prefer an attempt to reconcile differences by discussion with
his professor and not his fellow students. In the matter of studentadministration differences the most effective way to resolve them is
through the media of our student representatives.
We are trying to encourage students' criticism and suggestions to
be made via the best channels. It's human nature to have the energy
to complain but not the initiative to attempt something constructive.
Foolish griping might be an excellent luxury to abstain from at
least for Lent.

Dartmouth-Male
vs. Bates-Co-ed
By Janice Todd
Recently a number of Bates students visited Dartmouth College in
Hanover. New Hampshire, during
its annual winter carnival. And as
always,

upon

their

return

home

these students were greeted with
endless lists of questions about
Dartmouth and how it compares
with Bates,
Hanover vs. Lewiston
It'.- .1 difficult task to compare
two colleges for what one may lack
in one aspect is probably compciicated for in another. This is the
situation which is found in comparing Dartmouth and Bates. In the
first place, Dartmouth is a men's
college with over twice as many students as are found at co-educational
Bates. Dartmouth is located near
the

Vermont border and is sur-

rounded by mountains suitable for
many winter sports, while Bates is
situated in one of Maine's larger
cities, Lewiston. These are two factors which contribute greatly to the
difference

between

the two col-

leges.
Friendly Atmosphere Lacking

Cult Cut Controversy
Creates Caustic Cries
By Cynn Parsons
With the beginning of a new semester the Cultural Heritage department announced a different system of making up missed pop
quizzes. Approximately five pops
are given. If a student cuts one,
no matter what the excuse, he won't
have to do anything about it. For
each Quiz thereafter that he misses,
however, he must read fifty pages
of extra material and write a report
on it, due not later than two weeks
after the day he cut.
Cries Begin
Immediately started the usual uproar and discussion that follow* any
innovation. A number of people
seem to have fairly legitimate complaints, so we dug out both sides
of the story.
In the first place, say opponents,
who has time to do fifty extra pages
of Cult? We have enough of it to
do already. The majority of students don't take cuts just for fun.
The reason usually involves going
away, or studying for another exam. This means a certain amount
of catching up anyway. Why add
some more to it?
Granted pops do involve a kind
of guessing game between students
and professors in some cases. Why
should the CH department worry?

If we have only two pops to
marked on let's get marked on thenl
It should be our own business
What's A Pop?
Some professors consider a p,
just what it is: an unannounced qu
to find nut if the assignment j,
luen done. A make-up system
any kind stems to defeat the pu

pose.
Again there is the question J
iiits, particularly for those with Ul
limited
Once a quiz has bet
missed, the student is sunk. He hi
lo appear for every class, (v
fearing he'll have a pop, but worr<
ing that he'll miss one. It places
limitation on anybody who use- :-|
cuts for a little extra freedom
planning his personal program
Profs Have Answer .
The Cultural Heritage profe5s0
'nave heard -most of these argJ
incuts, and they have counters
with a few general comments. 'IV
ask for a little faith in their com
mon sense. They don't intend
hurt students in any way. If th
new plans seems to <be cutting in
one's throat, they will be glad t
help him out.
The system is designed to elirai
nate obvious inequalities in a makt
up quiz. The student would take th
(Continued on page eight)

Enhanced by impressive fraternity houses, Dartmouth is one of
the most picturesque colleges in the
Ivy League. The Dartmouth Indian
is the symbol of years and years of
(Founded in 1873)
tradition based on the Indians who
founded the college. But the quiet
EDITORIAL STAFF
beauty of the Bates campus and the
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
friendly atmosphere for which Bates
Anne Blaisdell '52
is famous are lacking. Many DartMANAGING
EDITOR
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
mouth students are unable to get
John Rippey '53
Richard Goldman '52
over the fact that Bates students
Ru,i, Russell
speak to one another whether or not NEWS EDITOR
ASSOCIATE NEWS EDITOR
Sy Coopersmith '5|
they are acquainted.
ASS'T NEWS EDITORS ... Constance Manion '54, Arthur Parker '*
Baker Library
FEATURE EDITOR
Barbara Wallace '5i
It seems that one of the first SPORTS EDITOR
,
Alan Hakes 'SI
things visiting students head for is MAKE-UP EDITOR
Kathleen Kirschbaum '51
the library, and Baker Library is ASSISTANT MAKE-UP EDITOR
Irene Lawrence 5
certainly a fine talking point for MAKE-UP STAFF
Dartmouth. At one time Baker was
Rosemary Feck '52, Carolyn Easton '53, Jane Purinton '54j
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Ruth Parr '52, Barbara Swett 'S
United States and is now only sur- EXCHANGE EDITORS
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passed by a very few. There are STAFF CARTOONIST
„
Walter Reuling '5'
seven levels of stacks, numerous STAFF PHOTOGRAPHERS George Conklin '53. Donald Giddings "5!
study rooms, a plush reading room,
STAFF REPORTERS
periodical rooms, a number of of- Ciass of 1952: Pete Carsley, Marjorie Joerger, Edwin Swain
fices, and a little room w-hich has Class of 1953: Warren Carroll. Ronald Clayton, Robert Kolovbeen preserved to show what the
Cynthia Parsons. Martha Schoman, Marlene Ulnttt
college was like in its early days.
Ray Zelch
From Baker tower the entire coun- Class of 1954: John Barlow, D. Eddy Blackledge, Margaret Brown
tryside can be seen — picturesque
Glenn Carson, William Davenport, Rosemary Feck, Lol
Hanover and the snow capped
Johnson, Carol Johnson, Peter Knapp. John Leonar
mountains which completely surMyrna Milton, Louis Rose, Roger Sehmutz, Jauii'f
round it. Dartmouth students arc
Todd
very fortunate in that the library is
Class of 1955: Beverly Dennison, Ruth Haskins, Sue Hudson, Melviii
kept open all night during exams,
King, Donald Korli, Edith Lysaght, Priscilla Man
not closed at nine-thirty sharp.
son, Jeanette Peters, Molly Plumb. Ettore RaccaiM"

'tac 5T0PCHT

A custom which the faculty follows is the posting of marks on the
bulletin board as soon as they have
been computed. This .method is
prompt but not private.
Winter Carnival
Because the coffers of Dartmouth
are fuller than our own the Winter
Carnival is a weekend surpassed by
very few events in the colleges of
the United States. People from all
over go to see the Outing Club
weekend, with the giant snow sculptures, ice skating show, ski events,
hockey and basketball games, concerts, dances, plays, and parties.
Dartmouth men take a great deal
of pride in their college. In fact they
say that Dartmouth men love their
wives next
Bates???

to

Dartmouth.
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WVBC Plans Its Future
Broadcasts To Please
By Carol Johnson
WVBC presented itsifirst program
nearly live months ago. Since its beginning in the early part of November it has expanded and improved
greatly.

-SilidjidiLZZS

ONCALL
Life has settled back to routine
iter the storm, with the prospect
I having to wait another SO years
or an unexpected day off from class5 — must be sure to send our
T..ndkids here in expectation of the
lament. With the perfect excuse to
oine late to class, not too many
ttyed in bed that morning; there
»s the usual "7:40 line" at Hand.
Professor Berkelman arrived
to greet his 7:40 as usual, with a
few offhand remarks about rather bad walking. On the other
hand. Dr. D'Alfonso didn't get
shoveled out for two days. We
knew the storm was really bad
when Betty Townsend announced to the girls huddled

LOVELIER
LINGERIE

by Vanity Fair

joyfully in Rand butt room that
Professor Wilkins hadn't met
his class.
The more rabid ski enthusiasts
such as Howie Cotton, Dave Sweeney, Dave Wright and Dom Casavant, have taken over the section of
Mt. David that continually threatens
to land less experienced skiers
through the back reception room
windows of Chase House. Dave
Crowley brought his skis over to
join the group, but went all the
way up and stayed there. Doesn't
look nearly as steep from the bottom as it does from the top.
Sitting in the Den last Thursday morning was a novel experience. Instead of the usual clatter of coffe cups and chatter of •
borrowing assignments and cigarettes, there was the subdued
hush of a discreet urban tea
shop. The seniors had received

WORDS
?VARD BROS
Dial 4-7371

This slip Is so
Definitely Vonity Foir,
So well ond lovingly known
By so many
) We take pleasure
In again presenting
It to you
•Star White

^3^33)1

si s

*> 32-42

their marks. The others who
didn't get them were darkly
commenting that they would be
getting "the lowest qpr I ever
got up here." Wild rumors
about the date the other marks
would arrive ranged all the way
from the same afternoon to
June 1st. Most people agreed
they could wait.
A while ago Nancy Lofstedt and
Ron (the Celebrity) Clayton reclaimed some clothes from the
cleaners. Coming up Frye Street
one night, they had met a distinctly
anti-Bates skunk The results were
unfortunate. The cleaners did the
best they could, but . . .
Bob Crandall, fresh out of
Coast Guard officers' training,
drove Joan Hannon up for the
weekend. Bob's former roommates and a few other acquaintances held an all-night reunion
Saturday.
Jancy Kendall also came 'back for
the weekend with a friend. They
were looking for a chance to go
skating. It was suggested that they
organize a party to look for the rink
first.
Chuck Radcliffe came back
too. He's stumping for Taft and
what better place than the old
home ground?
C -ngratulations and best wishes
to Ginny Edge and Jack McLaren
(Continued on page eight)

$4-95

In Cool, Air Conditioned
Pleasant Surroundings

NICHOLS
TEA ROOM
Tel. 2-6422
I 162 Lisbon St.

FOR

THE

WVBC staff at present. The largest
one is the problem of transmission
difficulties. During the first few
weeks the station was broadcast freely through the air, but this kind of
radiation is illegal unless a licensed
operator controls the transmitter, for
the free waves may interfere with
other radio stations. They are quite
strong and can be picked up over a
fairly wide area.
However, WVBC officials, having
a good background of integrity,
changed to legal operation as soon as
possible. In the legal method of
transmission the radio waves are carried over telephone wires. Such

Lewiston, Me. j

For this purpose a questionnaire
has been sent to the various dormatories to determine how good the reception of WVBC is and what types
of programs are most popular. The
results of the poll will soon be known,
and the programs will be arranged
in a way that should please most
students.
A change in timing has already
been proposed. The Sunday afternoon musical broadcast, which conflicts with the popular Philharmonic
program may be changed to Sunday
night.
(Continued on page eight)

Campus Interested In
Eisenhower Movement
students have already expressed interest in the organization, and atAlthough the national elections tempts have been made by the group
are nine months away, and party to associate itself with the State
nominations are not to be held until Eisenhower Committee.
June, political interest on campus
The purpose of such a club would
has been rising steadily.
be to promote the name of EisenThe visit to Bates by Charlie hower among prospective but undeRadcliffe, who is stumping for Taft cided voters, especially those who
in conjunction with the Republican will cast their ballots for the first
organization, stimulated a great time in the coming elections. The
deal of political interest, and cul- club has a double function: to perminated finally in the inception of suade these voters, and also to atan Eisenhower Club. A number of tempt to influence the delegates, to
the National Convention.
Some of the proposed activities
of this club are debates in the STUDENT and over WVBC, panel discussions, and distribution of mateFOR THE BEST
rial provided by the State Comin
mittee.
ALTERATIONS and REPAIRS
The founders of the club are John
on Men's and Women's Clothing
Toomcy, John Philbrook, and Leon
at Reasonable Prices
Ash. Al Hakes and Dave Moore
CLEANING and PRESSING
have volunteered to participate in
77 Oak St., Lewiston
(he panel discussions and debates.
(next street down from College)
A mailing list has been started, and
Call 2-1617
members are being sought.
By Leon Ash

I

Fountain
Specials

Now only

waves are weaker than the free ones
and reach only a small area, so many
students have had difficulty picking
up WVBC. Also, it can't be heard in
the infirmary or the Women's Union
because they are on separate wiring
systems. Lately the transmitter has
Valuable Contacts
been moved to the heating plant, a
It now has several valuable con- more central location than Chase
tacts, all free of charge.. The New Hall, in an attempt to improve the
York Times ■.ends news cablegrams reception.
every day. WVBC borrows records
from two music stores in Lewiston. Selections To Suit.
It also receives old records from the
The other problem has been the sejuke box in the Hobby Shoppe and lection of programs. At the end of
new releases from the Mli.M Record the semester a few of the old proCompany, These record donations grams were dropped and new ones
have been the basis of the radio sta- have taken their place, such as "Club
tion's record library, which has grown Spot," on which the activities of the
from six records donated by MGM various clubs are described.
to nearly 200, which are being cataOf course, all of the students can't
logued and init in a new fdlng sysbe completely satisfied. Some, for extem
ample, prefer a steady diet of music
The staff of the radio station, a to aid their studies; others enjoy
large one, includes many who have some verbal and educational programs
joined since the station was found- to vary the music. A satisfactory
ed, both regulars and those who balance between music, both popular
■work on special programs.
and classical, and spoken material,
such as news, drama, and interviews,
Transmission Problem
Two major problems face the is about to be worked out.
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Gat Nips
There isn't too much to write
about in the sporting scene here at
Bates for this week, so let's just
ramble on and see what we come up
•with. First basketball.
The Bobcats played a good
ball game for a period and a
half against Providence last
Thursday night, but once the
Friars were able to get their
fast break rolling, Bates was
left far in the .background.
When Hank Elespuru took out
Ken Weiler due to the fact that
Ken had three fouls on him,
half of Bates' rebounding power
left the game. Larry Quimby
did his part in clearing the
board* whenever possible, but
you need more than one man to
grab the'rebounds. Oh, to have
players like George Schroder
and Don Smith under the
boards for .rebounds would
make quite a difference.
Bowdoin tonight and Colby Saturday evening round out State Scries play for this season. The Garnet
could give the Polar Bears a run
for their money but a victory appears most doubtful And the fact
that Colby lost to Coast Guard last
Saturday
still
doesn't
enhance
Bates' hopes of doing anything
against the Mules. University of
New Hampshire is here on Monday
to close the local hoop season. The
Wildcats got off to a slow start at
the beginning of the season but
have been hot in their past several
games. A Bates victory would look
pleasant after this present disastrous seaon.
The varsity track team really
took it on the chin last Saturday
down at Bowdoin. As was pretty much expected, the Polar
Bears didn't have too much difficulty with the numerically
weak Bobcats. It was good to
see Bob Goldsmith and Nate
Boone come through with double wins each. Incidentally,
Bob's win in the 1000 yard run
set a new record for the Bowdoin cage. And Nate, always a
potential threat, seems to have
found himself after a rather
slow start at the beginning of
the season.
Plenty of depth was a telling factor in the Bobkittens' victory over
the Bowdoin froth, also held on the
same day as the varsity meet. Bob
Chumbook, Doug Fay, Bill Kent,
Phil Cowan, and F.d Holmes were
first place winners for the Thompson men. There is no doubt that the
frosh squad is loaded this winter
with fine track material, and it will
foe rather interesting to see horn
many of these men participate in
varsity track next year. The rule the
past couple of years seems to have

Tydol

Veedol

Freshman Hoopsters Defeat Hebron,
By Ray Zelch Lose To Strong Nichols Crew, 79-71

been plenty of materiel for the
freshman track squads, but a lack of
interest when these first year men
are qualified for varsity competition. Either they just don't go allout when upperclassmen, or they
don't even bother to become a member of the squad. Let's hope that
this changes next year.
Tournament time holds the
highlight in New England right
now as far as high school basketball is concerned. Bates is
well represented by a number of
these teams with former Bates
men acting as coaches. Down in
New Hampshire the N. H. tourney gets under way Thursday
afternoon
with
Portsmouth
High winner of the title the
past two years, meeting Berlin
High School. Coaching the
Portsmouth Clippers for his
second straight year, and seeking his second straight title is
former Bobcat mentor Ed Petro. Pete breezed through the
tourney last year only to get
knocked out in the first round
of New England play by Charlie Pappas' alma mater, Quincy
High. Ed has another powerhouse this season and might
conceivably go all the way.
Last weekend down at Sanford.
the small school tourney in western
Maine was held with three teams
coached by Bates men taking part.
Mexico High, knocked out by the
eventual
winner.
Falmouth.
is
coached by Shirley Hamel. and
Richmond High School, who also
hit the dust in the first round, is
tutored by Slim Somervillc. Incidentally, wedding bells rang for
Slim Saturday afternoon when he
was married to a former Bates student, Elaine Harvey. And one of
the greatest basketball players ever
to graduate from Bates and a teammate of Slim's,
Bill Simpson.
served as one of the ushers.
Getting away from social gossip and back to basketball. Falmouth is coached by Ashton
Atherton who graduated from
Bates in 1936. Falmouth is the
team that played the freshmen
early in the season, a game in
which the Kittens had to freeze
the ball in the last three min-

By Don Sherman
The Kittens managed to stay
One win and one loss kept the freshman basketball team busy the game for two periods, but a gh
last week as they ncared the end of their slate and got ready for point burst by Nichols in the opening minutes of the second half
their return match with the Colby frosh.
gave them an 8 point lead which
Although they played a better I'ielock of Hebron shared scoring
proved to be the winning margin.
game than was expected, Hebron laurels with 24 points each. Five
Ed McKinnon, playing what WM
Academy's quintet proved to be
Freshmen hit double figures. Mc- probably his best game of the seano match for the Bates Freshmen Kinnon gathered 15. seven on foul
son, hit an 8 out of 8 foul throw;
as the Bobkittens rolled to their
throws, while Schroedcr, Ward, and and led the Freshmen in scoring
ninth win of the season. 80-70 at
Dave Higgins scored 12, 11, and 10 with 20 points. Don Smith and
the Alumni Gym, last Wednesday respectively.
George Schroedcr took runner-op
night.
The Frosh got away fast in the honors with 13 apiece.
Winner Starts Fast
first quarter, and amassed a for- Poor Getaway
Bates got off to a poor start earh
The game was by no means a midable 15-4 lead about half way
push-over for the Frosh who had through the period. Hebron was in the first quarter, and Nichols
to press all the way to stay ahead. unable to close the gap, despite a took a quick 6-0 lead. Two basket!
The Kittens saw their lead dwin- .scoring drive near the end of the each by Schroder and McKinnor.
dle gradually in the second and stanza, and the period ended with knotted the score a few minute;
later, and the two teams stayed
third period*, and it was not until Bates ahead by ten points, 30-20.
close for the remainder of the
midway in the third quarter that Close At Half
period with a set shot by Nichols'
they were able to pull away from
The visitors steadily whittled Joe Christopher giving the visitors
their opponents.
away the margin in the second a one basket edge at the buzzer.
Don Smith of Bates and Charlie period, and finally tied the score
The Nichols Five kept adding to
at 39-all on Joe Cesteros' layup their lead until about halfway in
with about a minute left to play in the second period when the Frot)
the half. Thirty seconds later, just started to come up from behind. A
The
blizzard has caused
before the buzzer sounded, George layup by McKinnon brought the
several interruptions in the
Schroeder restored the Kittens' lead. Kittens to within one point, and
Intramural schedule and dates
Cesteros paced the Hebron attack after a series of foul shots by both
have been set for these prein this quarter as they outscored teams, the clock showed just fifteen
viously
postponed
games.
the Garnet by 8 points.
seconds left to the half when Boh
Games previously
scheduled
Although the Academy Five Chumbook tied up the game at 40
for the fourth, fifth, sixth, and
knotted the score three times in all. But Herb Bascombc restore
seventh of March will all be
the early minutes of the second Nichols' lead as the period ended
played exactly one week later.
half, they were never able to take
In the third quarter the visitor!
The afternoon contest of Feb.the lead. Then, with the score tied. again increased their lead to
ruary 13 between the Roger
45-45. the Frosh went on a scor- points before the Frosh could
Bill American League teams
ing spree, racking up ten points in score. The Kittens were out-scored
will be played at 6:55 on
a row, to pull away from their be- 15-10, and fell behind. 57-50, as tfe
March 4. The second game
wildered Opposition and pile up a crucial final period got underway
that evening will be between
lead they never lost.
Finish Driving
Sampsonville and JB (Gould),
Nichols put the game on ice|
Smitty started the drive with one
postponed on February 16. The
of his brilliant hooks and followed soon after the start of the four
National league Roger Bill it with a push shot from the right quarter when they tallied eigh
South encounter will come on
of the keyhole. Schroedcr got into points in a row to take a 15 poin
March fifth, first game. The
the act with a pair of foul throws, lead. They continued rolling an'
second game will be Bardwell
and Smith hit again before McKin- extended their edge to 19 point?
vs. North. On March sixth at
non dumped one in from the side. the game's widest gap. about mid
4:10, South and Middle of the
way through the stanza.
Nichols Tougher
International league will face
The Freshmen ended the gam
On Thursday, an aggressive and
each other. In the evening at
with a scoring burst of 8 straiph
accurate
basketball
team
from
6:55, North (Morris) will face
points, but the rally fell short
Nichols Junior College pulled away
Off Campus in the Internationfrom a virtual halftimc tie with the
al league. The second game
Bates Freshmen, outplayed them in
will be J.B. (Kafka) vs. Roger
the second half, and came out with
Bill (Froio).
a 79-71 victory, just one night after the Frosh bad drubbed Hebron
NEEDS FOR EVERY GAME
by an almost identical score.

Intramurals

TIBBY'S
SPORTS CENTER

jtContesfNotes

Tom Morse was the winner of the
last Chesterfield score guessing contest for the Maine game. This concludes the haskcthall contest scries,
and there will be no more until
baseball starts.

utes to stop from hitting the
100 mark. And a few weeks
later Falmouth turned around
and nipped the Bowdoin Frosh
69-60. You figure it out.
Larry Ovian was one of the tournament officials. All reports say that
Larry lias done a great job in officiating around these parts during
the season. Proof of this was his
selection as a tourney referee. Too
bad Bates couldn't use Larry for
some of its games.
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Providence Friars Topple Bobcats
By Roger Schmutz

frosh Top Polar Bear;
Varsity Runners Lose
By Al Hakes
1 ivo track meets at the same time
Lg the order of the day-at Bruns,ick last Saturday, as the Bates
fio.-h topped Bowdoin's yearlings
jiilc the Bobcat Varsity was sucuiiibing to the Polar Bears reguir--

Too little strength in too many
, - seemed to tell the story <>f
Varsity meet for Bates. Once
..mi tin- Garnet had to depend on
few outstanding performances to
up its 33'/; point- against
udoin's 92 J4.
fwo Records For Goldsmith
>l> Goldsmith and Nate Boone
lire once again the big guns for
tes. Bi>l> had two firsts, one in
,• mile in 4:34.0 to tie the meet
ord, and the other in the KXX)
2:21.3 to set a meet mark. Quite
: afternoon's work.
Nate also came home with two
- lor the Garnet, the first in the
ou hurdles, an event not usually
in indoor meets at Bates, in
i seconds, and the other the
1 jump with a leap of 21 ft.,
in.
Bowdoin started oil' fast, and
- failed to get a point until
:• first three events, the hammer,
lit and high hurdles were over,
'hen came Goldsmith's win in
mile, with Tom Holliday finng third. Then came Boone's
r-t in the low hurdle-, followed
John l.ind's tie for third in the
gh jump. Roger Schmutz ran his
-: 600 of the year, but trailed
ctchell of Bowdoin in the fast
of 1:16.2. Joe Green picked
a third.
cconds And Thirds
Hates remaining points were

garnered by Halliday with a third
in the 1000, Curt Osborne with a
second
behind Cousin's
record
breaking pole vault, Johnny Dalco
with a third in the broad jump, and
John MacDonald with a second in
the discus, the last event of the
afternoon.
Goldsmith and Boone were top
point-getters for Bates with ten
apiece, Brinkman and Milliken led
the winning Bowdoin cause with
\i'/i and 13 respectively.
Freshman Innovations

Holmes, with two first>, and
Cowan with one win and a pair
of second-, all in the weight events
(another novelty for a Bates team)
were top point getters of the afternoon. The only other first- came
from Fay in the 600. Chumbook in
the pole vault, and Barwisc's tie
in the high jump. The frosh won
with seven seconds and eight and one
third thirds. The final score was
62 1/3 to 54 2/3.
The Varsity winds up its indoor
(Continued on page eight)

SERVING ITALIAN and AMERICAN FOODS
STEAKS — CHOPS — SALADS our specialty
Dial 4-4151
104 Middle St., Lewiston
"For Your Health's Sake Eat at Steckino's"

FOR

R. W. CLARK CO.

Corsages

CHEMICALS

CALL

BIOLOGICALS
Registered Pharmacists
Main St. at Bates St.

, DUBE'S _
FLOWER SHOP

Tel. 3-0031

;—
tin- advantage in each of the last
two periods, out-scoring the home
team 22 to 17 in the third period
and 17 to 12 in the fourth.
Friars Take Lead
Fresh from their three-point vic-

Bobcats. Friars, wrestle for bill as sparse crowd looks on.

The Athletic Department has
announced the following regulations for spring sports ami physical
education classes. All men who
have completed the season with a
winter sports squad are excused
from physical education classes until March 10.
All men who attend the foothall
sessions during the week of March
3-8 will receive credit in physical
i ducation for that week.
Meetings To Be Held
Organizational meetings for the
Varsity
and
Freshman
spring
sports squads will be held on Monday, March 10 at 4:30. Baseball
teams will meet then in the main
(Continued on page eight)

Open Daily Year 'Round

LIGHT LUNCHES

Serving Our Famous Ice Cream — 28 Flavors
PORTLAND ROAD, AUBURN, MAINE

TEL.

4-7671

tributed heavily to the Friers' cause
as he made good on four of five field
goal tries. For Bates Larry Quimby
led the scoring parade with three
field goals and five foul shots for 11
points.

The second half offered little of
interest except for the almost miraculous shooting of the visitors. As if
their first half shooting percentage
of .375 hadn't 'been good enough,
the Friars connected on 18 of 34
shots for an amazing 53 percentage.
The Bobcats, on the other hand,.had
one of their -worst nights of the year
At the start of the second period, as they managed to hit on only
slightly over a quarter of their
the Bobcats tossed in six straight
shot s.
points to narrow the gap to three.
Larry Quimby's 17 points brought
Here, the two teams exchanged
baskets until Lynn Willsey threw his season's total to 354, just short
of 17 points a game. Incidentally,
Larry played one of his best games
of the year against Providence but,
this thne it was Charlie Bucknam
who had a very poor night, tallying
only seven points. It seems that the
Bobcats just can't get together on
good nights.

For The Best In Shoe And
Rubber Repairing Bring
Them to

DRY CLEANSING
SERVICE

GAGNON'S
SHOE SERVICE

Landmark For Hungry Americans
—

tory over Bowdoin the night before,
the visitors rolled up an early seven
to one lead. Two quick Bobcat baskets one by Charlie Bucknam and
the other by Larry Quimby, made
the score 7 to 5 after three minutes
of play The two teams than battled
on even terms until the seven minute mark when a quick Providence
surge resulted in their 24 to 15 first
period advantage. The visitors owed
most of this lead to the great shooting of their high scoring forward
Bob Moran who tallied 10 of his 19
points in the first stanza.

PHOTO BY BRIGGS

YE OLDE HOBBY SHOPPE

195 Lisbon St.

HOWARD JOHNSON'S

FULL COURSE MEALS

points while holding the Bobcats to
two to take a commanding 45 to 28
half-time lead. The 'boys from Providence added five more points to

Spring Sports

Have You Tried STECKINO'S Original PIZZA PIES?

1

Ahead by onlv one point, 28 to
27, the visitors pushed through 17

in a running hook shot to make the
score 28 to 27 in favor of the visitors five minutes into the second
quarter. Then came the big Providence rush and what had looked like
the makings of a close ball game
turned into a rout.
Moran Leads Scorers
Moran continued to lead the scorers at half-time as he tossed in four
of eight field goal attempts and
seven of 10 free throws for 15
points. Ray Korbusieski also con-

TIH- Freshman .meet gave Bates
much more to cheer about, as the
frosh
continued their unbeaten
skein. It was the first time in history that the Bates Frosh have
beaten the Bowdoin yearling, and
the first time the Bates' retiring
eoaeh C. Kay Thompson has seen
one of his teams, either Varsity or
Freshman, win in the Bowdoin
cage.
For a change, too, Bates was outdone in numl>cr of first places, and
picked up its win mainly through
depth. A clean sweep in the discus,
last event on the program, was
what finally clinched the win.
Strong In Weights

STECKINO HOTEL
and cafe

DRUGS

Showing a smooth, well-balanced attack, a visiting Providence
College Friars quintet handed the Bates varsity an 84 to 58 drubbing last Thursday. A quick scoring burst in the last five minutes of
the second quarter allowed the Friars to break open what had been
a close game and coast to their 12th win in 16 starts.

52 Ash Street
OPPOSITE POST OFFICE
Skates Sharpened
We Take Orders for
Knapp Aerotred Shoes

INCOTCATED

DRAPER'S
BAKERY
PASTRY OF ALL KINDS

CLEANSERS * FURR1ER8

Call and Delivery

Opp. Post Office Tel. 2-6645

Agent:
MURIEL PLAYS

54 Ash Street
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Cultural Heritage
(Continued from page four)
same amount of lime lo prepare for
a make-up as he would probably
take on the report. Moreover, the
material in the report would be
geared to the student'- personal interest much more than studying for
a make-up quiz could possibly be.
Why gripe when the work, after all.
i- For our own advantage, 'both materially as to the marks and altruistically fur his intellectual advancement?
The method is an experiment in
line with the general policy of the
whole course. If it doesn't work, it
will be discarded. Why not give it a
chance this semester before getting
upset?

Track
(Continued from page seven)
work next week with an un•schcduled meet at Tufts on Saturday. The frosh finish off with a
meet here the same day against
the University of New Hampshire
frosh and high hopes for an undefeated season.

Frosh Committee
Holdsf Hearings

Spring Sports

WVBC

(Continued from page seven)
(Continued on page eight)
gymnasium, golfers in the l'urinThe WVBC officials have definite
"What is your opinion of fresh- ton room, tennis players in the ideals and plans for the future. They
man rules?" This question, and oth- Auxiliary Gymnasium, and track a e espi rially proud of the continuous 13-hour broadcast a Week ago
ers pertaining to the subject, were mon in the cage.
h i- important to note that only Monday, in which they kept students
put before an estimated three-quarters 'if the nun students last Sundaj those who attend these meetings informed about classes and the efwill be excused from their regular fects of the storm. This is typical of
afternoon.
Answers received on the ques- physical education classes. They the type Of service they would like to
tionnaires will be correlated and the will be excused tor a- long a- tiny give more often.
They are also anxious to continue
results interpreted by the Freshman remain active members of their
publicity tor campus events, such as
Rules Committee. Chairman Jiruce respective squads.
carnival and the campaign for fhe
Chandler hopes in have Students and
World Student Service Fund, Plans
faculty members uphold various
for tile future include two programs
views of the problem in public panel
(Continued from page live)
of Belgian music in connection with
discussions, to he followed by hearwho were engaged two weeks ago Cultural Heritage, and some possible
ings in which committee members
Welcome back to Mrs. Lefty
speeches by Citizenship Laboratory
WOUld query students.
Faulkner from her Lake Placid
lecturers.
WVBC was expected to present
honeymoon.
Justifiably Proud
programs dealing with thc> issue.
By now the routine at the radio
When all the facts have been brought mit them to committee members,
before the student body, it should be Kenneth I.iatsos, Robert Cagcncllo, station has become smoother and
possible to work out a sensible solu- Nathaniel Boonc, James N'abrit, Gary more efficient; a lost record or a
tion lo the problem.
fluffed line arc not the catastrophics
Soiners. and Alan Goddard.
The Freshman Rules Committee
"Our
object,"
said
Chairman they once would have been. The radio
was formed by a group of interested Chandler, "is to generate a vital in- room at Chase Hall is always open to
men. It is not affiliated with Stu-C, terest in student government at anyone who is interested in watching
although it is working in coopera- Bates, in addition to the more spe- a broadcast, and nearly everyone who
tion with this organization. Anyone cific task of reforming the freshman has watched a "live" show has been
with ideas or suggestions should sirb- rules."
impressed by the professional atmos-

On Call

Skiers Overnight Trip
To N. H. Starts Todav
Excellent conditions ia vnr.i
Bates skiers last Sunday. BOC a-1
ranged a trip to Bridgton for

50 enthusiasts.
The trip, according to al! ,
pur:-, was just' about pi
every way. Skiers said tin- 51
was beautiful and the skinj
■
good. Fortunately, there weri
accidents.
WAA Makes N.H. Trip
Thome ■ Mountain
I..
Jackson, N. H., will be hcadquai|
ters for women making a \V\|
overnight ski trip today.
This afternoon, the skier- nil
receive four hours of lessons (rnJ
professional intructors. They wi|
be free to try out Jackson',
trails tomorrow.
Accompanying the women a 1
Miss Cheseboro and Mrs. ElospJ
ru. The group will return tomorrnj
evening.
phcrc.
WVBC is proud — justifiably so
of its many accomplishments.
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